From the airport:
Budapest Airport offers a shuttle bus service called Airport Minibus, which allows easy, comfortable and relatively quick transfer from the Airport to custom locations. At the airport you should find an 'Airport Minibus' kiosk, where you can order the Minibus service (3000 HUF) ... Using the Airport Minibus, you'll be transferred directly from the Airport to your destination. This is more expensive, but also much easier than public transportation.

Of course, you can also use taxi to get to your residence. Airport transfer usually costs a fixed amount of money, which is around 5000 HUF.

Or you can choose BKV (Budapest’s public transportation company). In this case you should first take bus 200, and you will arrive to M3 terminus “Kőbánya-Kispest”. Please note that you cannot buy a student pass until you own a student ID! Until that time, a single ticket is 320 HUF, a 10-pack of single tickets is 2800 HUF, a 1-day ticket is 1550 HUF, a 3-day ticket is 3850 HUF, and a 1-week ticket is 4600 HUF (prices as of 24th of January 2011).

The main BKV lines are shown on this page; basically you will need to use those to get around the city. However, there are many more bus and tram lines, you will get used to them, just take your time.
All tickets and passes are valid on any night bus service. Be warned: Budapest is a big city, you can meet all kinds of strange people on these buses! 😊
OVERVIEW OF ÖBUDA UNIVERSITY – BUDAPEST CAMPUS

In Budapest, one of the campuses is located in Budapest's third district: Óbuda. The lessons taught here deal with Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering and Light Engineering – there are three buildings for these three faculties. To get to the Óbuda campus, you should somehow first get to tram 17, and then descend at the tram stop “Nagyszombat utca”. There are many other ways to get there as well: apart from Tram 17, you can also take Buses 86/109/160/206/260 (see the following pages for details).

Departmental Erasmus Coordinator, Kálmán Kandó Faculty of Electrical Engineering
(also: Institutional Erasmus Coordinator):
Address for the Electrical Engineering building is: 1034 Budapest, Bécsi út 96/A (The building closer to the locomotive)
Address for the coordinator: 1084 Budapest, Tavaszmező utca 17. (Józsefváros campus!)
Mária Dudás <dudas.maria@rh.uni-obuda.hu>; +36 1 666 50 50

Departmental Erasmus Coordinator, Sándor Rejtő Faculty of Light and Environmental Engineering:
Address: 1034 Budapest, Doberdó utca 6. (The building up the small hill)
Dr. Kokasné Palicska Lívia <kokas.livia@rkk.uni-obuda.hu>; +36 1 666 59 37

Departmental Erasmus Coordinators, John von Neumann Faculty of Informatics:
Address: 1034 Budapest, Bécsi út 96/B (The red-brick building)
László Csík <csink.laszlo@nik.uni-obuda.hu> at room 3.03; +36 1 666 55 81
Zsolt Szabó <szabo.zsolt@nik.uni-obuda.hu> at room 3.02; +36 1 666 55 82

The two other campuses are both located in the eighth district: Józsefváros. One is near Blaha Lujza tér (the lessons taught here deal with Mechanical Engineering), the other is near Tavaszmező utca (the lessons taught here deal with Electrical Engineering and Economics). To get to these campuses, you should somehow first get to trams 4 or 6, and then descend either at tram stop “Blaha Lujza tér” (which is also a stop on the red metro line) or if you want to go to Tavaszmező utca, then descend at tram stop “Baross utca”, and then you will have to walk a little (see the following pages for details).

Departmental Erasmus Coordinator, Donát Bánki Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Security Technology:
Address: 1081 Budapest, Népszínház utca 8
Tamás Szakács <szakacs.tamas@bgk.uni-obuda.hu>; +36 1 666 54 06

Departmental Erasmus Coordinator, Károly Keleti Faculty of Business Management:
Address: 1084 Budapest, Tavaszmező utca 17.
Officially the coordinator is András Medve, but since he is also the dean, you should search Mária Dudás:
Mária Dudás <dudas.maria@rh.uni-obuda.hu>; +36 1 666 50 50
OVERVIEW OF ÖBUDA UNIVERSITY SURROUNDINGS (JÓZSEFYÁROS CAMPUSES)

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
Faculty of Business Management, Faculty of Electrical Engineering

Blue Metro (Metro line 3. Change to tram 4 / 6 at „Nyugati pályaudvar” or „Ferenc körút / Üllői út”)
Tram 4 and Tram 6
Red Metro (Metro line 2. Change to tram 4 / 6 at „Blaha Lujza tér”)
Csepeli HÉV Suburban Railway
Underground (Metro line 1. Change to tram 4 / 6 at „Oktogon”)

Faculty of Business Management, Faculty of Electrical Engineering
OVERVIEW OF ÓBUDA UNIVERSITY SURROUNDINGS (ÓBUDA CAMPUSES)

Blue Metro (Metro line 3. Change to tram 4 / 6 at „Nyugati pályaudvar” (at the bottom of this picture) and to tram 1 / 1A at „Árpád híd”)  
Tram 4 and Tram 6 (change to other marked buses/trams at stop „Margit híd”)  
Tram 1 and Tram 1A (change to other marked buses/trams at stop „Flórián tér”)  
Tram 17  
Szentendrei HÉV Suburban Railway  
Bus 160 and Bus 260  
Bus 86 and Bus 206 (weekdays till 7pm) / 109 (weekends and evenings)  
Bus 86 and Bus 160 and Bus 260 / 109  
Bus 86 and Bus 160 and Bus 260 (you can change to Metro line 2 [Red Metro] two stops after „Margit híd” at „Batthyány tér”)
OVERVIEW OF TRANSPORTATION LINES AT MARGIT HÍD (MARGARET BRIDGE)

Tram 4 and Tram 6

Tram 17 (suggested line to the Óbuda Campus)
Stops:
Bécsi út (Vörösvári út) → Váradí utca → Szent Margit Kórház → Selmeci utca → Nagyszombat utca → Kolosy tér → Zsigmond tér → Kavics utca → Szent Lukács Gyógyfürdő → Margit híd

Margit híd → Szent Lukács Gyógyfürdő → Kavics utca → Zsigmond tér → Kolosy tér → Nagyszombat utca → Selmeci utca → Szent Margit Kórház → Váradí utca → Perényi út → Bécsi út (Vörösvári út)

Signs:
1: Shopping centre „Interspar”, Tram 1
2: Shopping centre „Stop Shop”
3: Óbuda University, Óbuda Campus
4: Shopping centre „Új udvar”
5: Tram 4, Tram 6

Bus 86 and Bus 160 and Bus 260, northward (to the university)

Bus 86 and Bus 160 and Bus 260, southward (to metro line 2)
OVERVIEW OF TRANSPORTATION LINES AT THE ÓBUDA CAMPUSES

- **Tram 17 Stop** „Nagyszombat utca"
- **Bus 160/260 Stop** „Nagyszombat utca”
- **Margit hid** Towards trams 4 and 6
- **Towards tram 1 NORTH**

- **Margit hid** Towards trams 4 and 6
- **Towards trams**

- **Tram 17**
- **Bus 160 and Bus 260**

- **Margit hid**
- **Towards trams**

- **Towards tram 1 SOUTH**

- **Óbuda University Building D** (light engineering: behind the red building, up this hill)
- **Óbuda University Building C** (electrical engineering)
- **Óbuda University Building A** (informatics)
A Building A – Faculty of Informatics
B Dormitory „Kandó” (out of order)
C Building C – Faculty of Electronics (ATM inside)
D Building D – Faculty of Light Engineering
  Cheap and acceptable quality canteen inside
E Dormitory „Kiss Árpád”
K Building K – „Kiscelli utca”

1 Big shopping centre “Eurocenter” (tram stop “Perényi út”):
   Practically you can buy anything there… Many shops, including a big Interspar and some ATMs / banks. A post office
   and quick restaurants (Hungarian / Italian / Chinese) can also be found on the second floor. Gokart in the basement.
2 Big shopping centre “Stop Shop” (tram stop “Várad i utca”):
   Practically you can buy anything there… Many shops, including a big Kaiser’s, a bowling place and an ATM.
3 Medium-sized shopping Centre „Uj udvar” (tram stop “Kolosy tér”):
   Medium sized food shop (called CBA), some other shops and ATM / bank. A small gyros place and Japanese restaurants
   are in and near the shopping centre
5 Delicacy shop “Culinaris” – shop for high quality foods (www.culinaris.hu)
6 Post offices
7 Bokor and Csemte streets: You can find many small lunch places / restaurants on the left side of this street, if you go
   southwards. First a relatively expensive restaurant called „Leroy”, then a Chinese restaurant, then a fast and relatively
   good and not too expensive restaurant called „Kata-Pult” (on the left, in a little courtyard and then down on the stairs),
   then a sandwich bar, then a gyros fast-food, then a small marketplace, and then an ATM… Then a medium-sized food
   shop called “Match” and a small food shop “Tesco Express” will be on the right side of the road, followed by the post
   office (upstairs in the courtyard on the right) and a bakery, which is right next to Kolosy tér. An elite pizza and pasta-
   place called “Vapiano” has just opened at Kolosy tér.
8 Chinese fast-food restaurants
9 ATMs
10 Pharmacies
11 Emergency hospital
12 Police station
13 Ruins of an ancient roman amphitheatre
14 Small shops (food, sandwiches, meat, vegetables, etc)
15 Pizza Paradiscom (best pizzeria in Óbuda, 1200-1600 HUF for a 30cm pizza, www.pizzaparadiscom.hu)
16 Confectionery “Daubner” (outstanding sweet cakes, ice creams, etc. www.daubnercukraszda.hu)
17 Very high quality (and expensive) Hungarian restaurants “Régi Sipos” and “Új Sipos” (noble for fish specialties)
18 Medium-sized food shops
19 Restaurant “Kerék” (not too expensive, medium quality restaurant)
20 Berry’s pub (the closest pub to the University ☺)
21 Sun Garden restaurant (medium-expensive restaurant), Vidocq (not too expensive, medium quality restaurant)
22 Selection – Shop for wine, pálinka, chocolate and other delicacy (www.selection.hu)
23 Cheap pub “Galagonya” – Often called as “Building G” by students who go to the Óbuda campus
24 Shop of Belgian beers
25 Lunch (fast-food) restaurant “Európa”
26 You can buy BKV tickets/passes at most metro stations. There are two places nearby with a BKV ticket office, one is
   the marked one at “Árpád hid” (stop of tram 1, near the HEV suburban railway line), the other one is at “Margit hid”
   (stop of tram 4/6)
27 Restaurant “Zöld kapu” – Probably the best restaurant nearby. Great quality, medium prices.
28 “Ána Biliárd”, a place to play pool / snooker / darts (www.arenabiliard.hu/obuda.html) … Same kind of place near
   Metro station “Arany János utca”: Noiret (www.noiret.hu)

Not marked
Since “Deák tér” is the intersection point of the three metro lines, it is also a place where you can find very much
   good places no matter in which direction you go. For example you can go to “Károly körút”, the street between “Deák
tér” and “Astoria”, where you can find a great small hot chocolate place called Azték Choxolat (Károly körút 22,
   www.choxolat.hu).
   Also, you can find many sit-in places on the streets that intersect this street, one example is the “Dob utca”;
   and to name one place, we suggest the “Lámpás” music pub (Dob utca 15, 15, www.alampas.hu).

Not marked
Between and around tram stops “Oktogon” and “Nyugati Pályaudvar” on tram lines 4 and 6, you can find very much
   different restaurants (e.g. Turkish, Brazilian, Mexican, Italian), thought some of them are a little expensive.
   “Westend City Center” (a huge shopping centre) can also be found near “Nyugati Pályaudvar”.
   Also, you can try the “Jókai Street”; it has some good calm sit-in tea places.

If you want to taste some truly original and great quality French food, there is a medium-priced restaurant
   (~3000HUF for a galette and a crêpe) called “A la Galette” at Szondi utca 11 (if you walk from tram stop “Oktogon”
   towards “Nyugati pályaudvar”, then it’s the second street on the right)
Overview of transportation lines at Baross utca (towards Tavaszmező utca)

Tram stop „Baross utca”
- Towards Margit híd
- Towards Nyugati pályaudvar
- Towards Blaha Lujza tér
- NORTH

Towards Tavaszmező u.

Towards Boráros tér
Towards Móricz Zsigmond körtér
SOUTH

Tram 4 / 6
OVERVIEW OF ÓBUDA UNIVERSITY SURROUNDINGS (JÓZSEFVÁROS CAMPUSES)

A - Building A – Centre for international mobility inside
B - Building B
G - Building G – new building (international dinner and welcome day are held here in the basement)
N - Népszínház street building – faculty of mechanical engineering
H - Dormitory „Hotel@BMF”
T - Tram stop (lines 4/6) (the one on the top is “Blaha Lujza tér”, the one on the bottom is “Baross utca”)
1 - Small shop “CBA”
2 - Medium priced and medium-quality restaurant “Stex”
3 - Medium sized shopping centre “Kaisers”
4 - Canteen
5 - ATM
6 - McDonnal’d’s
7 - Medium-sized shop (Tesco Express)
8 - Pubs

Not Marked
A - A little south, at the intersection of the Blue Metro and the 4/6 tram: Corvin Cinema & Corvin shopping centre
Not Marked
B - Around the metro stop: Gyros places and fast food places